2021 PRE-BUDGET SUBMISSION

ABOUT PCA
Our member companies employ thousands of skilled workers across Canada
represented by the CLAC labour union. Our membership is comprised of small,
medium and large general contractors and sub-contractors involved in various
types of construction including water and wastewater facilities, roads, bridges,
schools, housing and long-term care facilities. The vast majority of our companies
in Ontario train registered apprentices. All of our companies support their workers
with industry-leading wages and benefits, as well as robust investments in health,
safety and skills training.
Ontario has been challenged like never before in modern history. A global
pandemic upended both personal and government planning as resources, attention
and efforts centered around the global COVID-19 pandemic. While this has
been a difficult period, it should not impact long and medium-term government
commitments to infrastructure, competitiveness, job creation and modernization. As
we emerge from the pandemic, the focus should be on increasing efforts to rebuild
Ontario’s economy so that it emerges stronger than ever before.
PCA is proud of our members’ response to the pandemic and the significant
investments in health and safety to ensure that work can continue in a safe
environment. Our submission for 2021 focuses on two key policy areas: Value for
money for infrastructure investments and modernizing skills and apprenticeship
training.
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MAXIMIZING THE VALUE OF ONTARIO’S INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS
PCA has been a leading advocate of fair and open construction tendering for all
public entities, including municipalities. We are proud supporters of Bill 66, ‘Restoring
Ontario’s Competitiveness Act, 2019.’ We applaud your government for supporting
legislation that gives all qualified companies and workers the opportunity to build
public projects for the majority of Ontario’s municipalities and public entities. The
new legislation is already making a difference in municipalities where bidding was
previously restricted. The Region of Waterloo and the cities of Hamilton and Sault Ste.
Marie are now benefitting from a competitive procurement process, which is lowering
capital costs and providing value for taxpayers.
While all municipalities have been under COVID-19
cost pressures, the City of Toronto is under particular
pressure given that a high proportion of its revenues
are driven by user fees such as TTC fares that have
plummeted under stay-at-home orders. In response,
both the provincial and federal governments have
already come to the aid of the City, providing billions
in one-time aid.
While Covid-19 relief funding for Toronto and other
municipalities is essential, the City of Toronto
was grappling with structural budget pressures
long before the pandemic hit. The solution is not
continuous provincial government handouts to
Toronto when it fails to take a hard look at its own
expenditures. A previous report by the think tank
Cardus found that the City could generate at least
$174 million in savings annually by simply opening
up construction tendering to all qualified contractors.

“We want to allow open tendering on
construction projects. This is just the
beginning. There’s a lot of work to be
done for Ontario to reclaim its position as
the economic engine of Canada, but Bill
66 is certainly a good start.”
MPP Stephen Crawford, Hansard
Debate on Bill 66
42nd Parliament, 1st Session

RECOMMENDATION
Provide all taxpayers with the best possible value on infrastructure investments
by continuing to encourage an open, competitive construction market for all public
projects. Consider further legislative measures to direct the City of Toronto to tender
all construction projects through a competitive bidding process that is open to all
qualified contractors, regardless of union affiliation.
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PROJECT LABOUR AGREEMENTS
The 2020 Budget tabled in October 2019 outlines significant investments in transit,
highways, schools, hospitals and broadband. Planned investments over the next 10
years total $142.9 billion, including $13.6 billion in 2020–21.
These historic capital investments will ensure Ontario emerges stronger from the
pandemic with better health services in communities across the province. These
capital investments generate a significant number of well-paying construction jobs
in the communities they serve. One example, is The Ottawa Hospital’s new Civic
Campus. This $2 billion project, which will be built with public tax dollars, will result in
the hiring of more than 100,000 construction workers.
Unfortunately, many qualified workers will not have the opportunity to help build the
new Civic development. This is because Ottawa Hospital has signed a restrictive
‘Project Labour Agreement’ (PLA) with the Unionized Building and Construction
Trades Council of Eastern Ontario and Western Quebec (BTC). It is believed to be the
first PLA for a public health care facility in Ontario. Under this agreement, only those
companies and workers affiliated with the Building Trades are allowed to build the
project. As a result, many highly qualified companies and local workers are shut out of
an important project that their tax dollars help fund.

“This proposed reform levels the playing field
for all contractors and workers, remaining
consistent with our government’s commitment to
all workers: If you’re prepared to do the work and
do it well, you deserve a shot at the job. Increased
competition drives costs down and puts more
money back in taxpayers’ pockets. When it comes
to government projects, it often seems to be the
case that costs increase to amounts that are
unheard of in the private sector. This is not right.”

When construction
competition is
restricted it is also
unfair to taxpayers.
It is well founded that
when there are fewer
bidders on public
projects, costs rise
by anywhere from
15 to 30 percent. It
means that taxpayers
are not getting their
money’s worth.

MPP Nina Tangri, Hansard
Debate on Bill 66
42nd Parliament, 1st Session
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PLA’s are used as a mechanism that monopolize the construction process so that
only companies affiliated with certain unions can bid on the work. Unfortunately,
by limiting bids, for specific union-affiliated contractors and their tradespeople, The
Ottawa Hospital is doing just that.
Ultimately it is up to the province to provide consistent guidance and policy
direction so that the situation in Ottawa does not occur elsewhere. Ontarians need
to know that their tax dollars are used efficiently and fairly when building public
infrastructure. It is also important that the province and its agencies adhere to the
non-discriminatory and preferential treatment requirements in the Broader Public
Sector Accountability Act.
The capital investments that your government makes should ensure that every
dollar counts. The most effective way of maximizing capital investments is by
creating a fair and competitive construction procurement process.

RECOMMENDATION
Provide direction to Infrastructure Ontario to establish clear rules in procurement
documents that would mandate a non-exclusionary procurement process – open to
all qualified contractors and workers, regardless of union affiliation.
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MODERNIZING ONTARIO’S SKILLED TRADES AND APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM
We applaud the government’s open-minded approach to funding non-traditional
Training Delivery Agencies (TDA) with the announcement in the 2020 budget. There is
a tremendous opportunity for training opportunities outside the TDA system. The $30
million announced in the 2020 budget is a good start to help encourage employers,
associations and trainers to think creatively about providing training opportunities for
careers that are in demand now and in the future.
Group sponsorship is another important initiative that will encourage small to medium
sized employers to come together to provide a full scope of training and on-the-job
mentorship for apprentices. For too long many small businesses have not been
active in creating apprenticeship opportunities because of red tape, costs, and lack of
familiarity with the system.

“I can’t tell you how many times I’ve met
young people and they say to me, ‘I know
how to become a doctor, I know how to
become a lawyer or a teacher but I have
no idea how to become an electrician or a
carpenter.’ We are fixing this. Now.”
Hon. Monte McNaugton
@montemcnaughton (Twitter)
December 15, 2020

In addition, the $21 million in
2020-21 for a new Achievement
Incentive Grant is welcome.
Altogether, the 2020 budget
offered a suite of initiatives that
will assist employers in becoming
more active in apprenticeship
and training. However, there
needs to be a co-ordinated and
long-term approach so that
employers have assurances that
government will be financially
supporting them throughout the
entire apprenticeship process.
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While we are encouraged by the trajectory of the government’s recent decisions, there
is still work to be done. The winding down of the Ontario College of Trades (OCOT)
was an important step. However, it is crucial that the body introduced to replace OCOT,
does not retain any element of its flawed governance structure, including its fixation
on enforcement and policing scopes of practise. The focus and priority should be on
addressing current challenges in the skilled trades, such as making the trades a more
attractive career option for far more young people and job seekers.
CONCLUSION
As the provincial economy recovers
from the pandemic, PCA looks forward
to engaging the government on these
issues. By working together, Ontario
has the opportunity to demonstrate
its leadership in building a stronger
economy through a competitive
construction industry and a skilled trades
workforce that’s well equipped to help
the province succeed.

“Rather than allowing our trades in the province
to evolve into modern times in lockstep with our
provincial counterparts to the west, we have spent
years now squabbling over scopes of practice,
enforcement strategies and trade jurisdictions. All of
this put tradespeople in Ontario and employers that
employ tradespeople in Ontario behind the eight ball.
Winding down the college is the right call because
its notoriety has made the institution irreparably
damaged.”
MPP Jill Dunlop
Ontario Legislature
November 20, 2018

RECOMMENDATION
Continue with 2020 investments and consider financial wrap-around supports for
employers that hire apprentices for the duration of their apprenticeships.
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